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The Nitty Gritty

THE BASICS
Kaia Calhoun Photography will keep your images archived for 2 years.
• Every package will include a high resolution digital copy of each edited wedding
photo unless specified otherwise. (The image count varies on a number of circumstances but eight hour wedding coverage should produce 500+ final images)
• I am an eclectic, colorful and real photographer so I like to customize sessions
and products for my clients.
• For a full list of prints, albums and other products request my Product PDF.
• Bombard me with questions! I won’t get sick of you I promise.
PAYMENT
Half of the package fee is required to reserve your wedding date with me and is non
refundable. The final payment is due on or before the wedding day (I recommend
sending the final payment a week or so before).
TRAVEL
I am available for travel worldwide! However, travel fees may be applicable if your
wedding is outside a 30 minute radius of my home - exceptions may be made for locations near Elgin, IL or Buffalo, MN. Contact me for a specific quote, further details,
questions, or concerns in regards to travel.
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My Style

I am a photographer bent on capturing the uniqueness in life. I strive to serve my clients
lovingly, creating a series of memories they can cherish forever, and making them my forever friends. I shoot honest photography – real people, real colors, and real life.
Your wedding might be the most significant event of your life. My job as your photographer is to make sure you have a record the love you shared on your wedding day, the
uniqueness that went into your day, and all the events that made it a celebration. As such, I
like to focus on three main things with my weddings: formal portraiture, creating moments,
and details.
THING 1: formal portraiture.
My goal is to capture the bride and groom and all their special people through out the day.
(This always includes the bridal party and family.) My style is ulitmately natural so I work
with you throughout our time to showcase the unique you. I strive to make you comfortable with me and my camera - by being real with you, you can be real with me. And there’s
really no other way to describe this so I suppose you will just have to book with me and see
for your self!
THING 2: creating moments.
Also known as photojournalism or candid. This category encompasses all the “happenings”
of the big day from the ceremony to the reception and all the little “moments” in-between
and surrounding the monumental celebration. From when I arrive to when I pack up I am
at the ready for all the major events of the day and on the prowl for great candid moments.
THING 3: details.
My third, and final, mission on a wedding day is to capture everything that’s put into the
aesthetics of the day from the bride’s gown and personal items to the center pieces at the
reception. I take this job very seriously because you have put a lot of work into these
details!
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Packages

Sunshine Package: $5370
• 9 hours of coverage
• one 10x10 Wedding Guest Book
• 1 year anniversary photo shoot
• one 16x20 canvas
• 2 photographers
• one 10x10 Hard Cover Wedding Album
• high res photo download with printing rights from the collection (2-8 weeks after
the wedding day)
• one complimentary engagement photo session
Lemon Drop Package: $4660
• 8 hours of coverage
• 1 year anniversary photo shoot
• one 16x20 canvas
• 2 photographers
• one 10x10 Hard Cover Wedding Album
• high res photo download with printing rights from the collection (2-8 weeks after
the wedding day)
• one complimentary engagement photo session
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Packages... continued
Sunkissed Package: $3200
• 6 hours of coverage
• 2 photographers
• one 10x10 Hard Cover Wedding Album
• high res photo download with printing rights from the collection (2-8 weeks after
the wedding day)
• one complimentary engagement photo session
Roots Package (base): $2250
• 6 hours of coverage
• high res photo download with printing rights from the collection (2-8 weeks after
the wedding day)
• one complimentary engagement photo session
If you spring for at least the Lemon Drop Package you will find these package
components start a history with your spouse that is irreplaceable. My husband and
I have our Hard Cover Wedding Album sitting on our coffee table, beaconing to our
guests to flip through it. We also do an anniversary photo session every year so we
have a collage wall of gorgeous prints of the two of us together - including a our
whopping 16x20!
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More Info

Just some more information on the items listed.
Engagement session
1 - 2 hours of photography time and a disc of images. Our task is get
photographically aquainted and create loads of visual memories for wedding 		
invitations, an engagement party, save-the-dates, wedding decorations, use in 		
your guest book, or just for around the house.
Sunshine Wedding Album
10x10, 20 page linen or photo wrap wedding album. The perfect way to keep 		
your pictures safe but out so everyone can see! These albums are
GORGEOUS!
1 Year Anniversary Photo Shoot
Every October my husband and I get together with a photographer to take 		
anniversary pictures. I love that we take these pictures because life after the 		
wedding it is all too busy and therefore it’s all too easy to forget to get good 		
pictures together - at least any that worthy to be put on display! Includes: 1 		
hour couple photo shoot and a CD of your images.
Wedding Guest Book
This is a custom designed guest book. You choose photos from your
engagement photos to go in the album and we design it together. Then have 		
your guests sign it at your reception! (Also available in 8x8 and 12x12)
Second photographer
Second photographers are for getting more of the moments you’ll cherish 		
for a lifetime. They are particulary great to get more of the getting ready 		
(while I’m with the girls they can photograph the guys), more ceremony
moments and angles, more coverage during the bridal party/couple photo 		
time (as I take pictures of the couple they can be taking more of the bridal 		
party), or they can cover your cocktail hour while I’m off galavanting with the 		
bridal party, and they lend an extra eye at the reception. If you think about it, 		
you are not just hiring another camera, you’re hiring another creative eye.
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Package Add-Ons

More Time: $300/hr
This is a custom design. You choose the photos that go into a “collage” on the wood
and I put it together for you! (See product PDF for examples.)
1 Year Anniversary Shoot: $375
1.5 hour session with a disc of images!
Boudoir Shoot: packages start at $250
A Boudoir Shoot is a bride’s opportunity to give a very personal and fun gift to her
husband on their wedding night. You choose the amount of skin you want to show
and I make you look fantastic for your groom-to-be. For more information just ask!
Second Photographer: $900
To get another creative eye on your whole day this is your ticket. Also great for the
morning when I’m with the girls, my second can be with the guys.
Save-The-Dates/Wedding Invitations/Wedding Announcements: start at $300
Yes, I also design customized mailing goodies! Request my Product PDF for more
detailed information on your options.
Bridal Shower $500
Includes: 2 hours of coverage and a free CD of your images.
Bachelorette Party $750
Bride-to-be, this is the night all of your best girlfriends are in one place celebrating
and pampering you. Includes: 3 hours of coverage and a free CD of your images.
Rehearsal photography $400
The rehearsal and dinner can be a great place to catch the first round of great wedding photos.
Rush Charge: $300
Want your pictures faster?
Raw image edit release: $400
Want to edit your own pictures? For a small fee I can sell you the rights to edit them
on your own.
For the rest of the package add on options see the Product PDF or the Album PDF.
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Products
Prints

Digital Files

FINISHES: lustre or glossy

Online download and with printing rights.

wallets (8) - $13.24
3.5x5 - $3.54
4x6 - $5.41
5x5 - $5.78
5x7 - $6.83
8x10 - $10.26
10x10 - $12.12
11x14 - $16.78
16x20 - $25.74
20x30 - $45.48

5 Retouched Files to Print - $75
10 Retouched Files to Print - $100
25 Retouched Files to Print - $200
50 Retouched Files to Print - $300
ALL Retouched Files to Print - $500

for other sizes ask for a quote

Print Packages
$35 - SNAP SHOT four 8x10 prints
$65 - PHOTO BUCKET one set of wallets,
one 4x6, two 5x7, four 8x10
$100 - PHOTO SPREE three wallets,
three 4x6, four 5x7, two 8x10, one
11x14
$175 - MEMORY CHEST five wallets, six
4x6, six 5x7, four 8x10, one 16x20

Books + Albums
Included: 20 pages + photowrap cover

Hard Cover Album
8x8 - $390 * 10x10 - $410
12x12 - $445
Hard Cover Book
8x8 - $280 * 10x10 - $320
12x12 - $370
Soft Cover Book
6.5x6.5 - $175 * 8x8 - $180
9x6 - $185
Wedding Guest Book - $410
Request Album PDF for detailed pricing.
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Products
Canvas Wraps

Photo Board

Canvas wraps turn any photo into a work
of art. These are laminated 1/2” thick
wraps finished with sawtooth hangers
and corner bumpers.

GO NATURAL. Give your image a natural
look and print it on real maple wood. The
beauty of the grain comes through giving your image a soft and warm feel. You
will love its eco-friendly durability along
with the vibrancy of your images. Wood
Prints are available in popular sizes with
1/2” depth and finished with a protective
laminate. Arrives ready to hang with a
pre-cut keyhole.

5x5 		
5x7 		
6x6 		
5x30		
8x8		
8x10		
8x12		
10x10		
10x13		
10x15		
10x20		
10x30		
11x14		
11x16		
11x17		
12x12		
12x18		
12x24		
14x14		

$81.50
81.50
81.50
114.50
85.50
88.25
91.00
91.25
96.25
99.25
107.00
112.00
99.50
103.00
104.75
98.00
108.50
119.00
105.50

14x30		
15x30		
16x16		
16x20		
16x24		
16x30		
20x20		
20x24		
20x30		
20x40
24x24		
24x30		
24x36		
30x30		
30x40
36x36
40x40
40x60

$139.50
139.50
113.25
121.50
130.25
143.00
131.50
141.25
156.00
180.75
152.50
169.50
186.25
189.50
222.50
233.00
261.00
349.00

5x5		
5x7		
6x6		
8x8		
8x10		
8x12		
10x10		
10x15		
10x20		
10x30		
11x14		

$69.50
72.30
72.30
79.55
83.40
87.30
88.00
99.50
111.00
134.00
100.25

12x12		
12x18		
12x24		
16x16		
16x20		
16x24		
20x20
20x24
20x30

$97.95
113.90
129.85
122.10
135.60
149.15
152.00
168.40
193.00
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Kaia Calhoun

OWNER / PHOTOGRAPHER

phone 612-616-4360 email kaiacalhounphotography@gmail.com
capturing the unique moments in your brilliant lives
kaiacalhounphotography.com
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